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ABSTRACT

This paper looks at two methods of designing controllers among numerous approaches used in controller designs; the root locus method using the SISOTOOL in MATLAB and the state space method. The root locus is a classical graphical method, of all the classical methods this was chosen because it helps to understand fundamental concept of controller design, and a graphical understanding of what is going on in the system. This paper analyse, design, compare and contrast a classical method, PID and a more recent approach; state space to controller design. The state space approach is more modern and used to highlight the short comings of the classical approach. A laboratory moving coil meter was used for the design of the controller. The utilisation of the system identification toolbox in MATLAB was employed for the system modelling obtained and analysed. Finally the paper compares the performance of both designed controllers based on root locus and state space methods at the second order moving coil system and previous work done were subjected to due comparison.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The paper tends to make the difference between the classical and a more modern approach in the design of controllers. When we have a system, we want that system to behave in a desired manner. But that is often not the case as external signals often known as noise interferes with the system and therefore an output less than the desired.

The need for a method to make the system behave in the desired manner leads to the development of control engineering. Control engineering involves the design of an engineering product or system where a requirement is to accurately control some quantity (Dutton, K 1997). The system used in this paper is the moving coil machine. The moving coil machine is used to measure current. Whenever electrons flow through a conductor, a magnetic field proportional to the current is created. This effect is useful for measuring current and is employed in many practical meters (Kim, 2006). To use a permanent –magnet moving coil device as a meter two problems must be solved. First, a way must be found to return the coil to its original position when there is no current through the coil. Second, a method is needed to indicate the amount of coil movement. The first problem is solved by the use of hairsprings attached to each end of the coil. With the use of the hairsprings, the coil will return to its initial position when there is no current. The other problem is solved by attaching a pointer to the coil and extended out to a scale (Kim, 2006). The accuracy and the efficiency can be improved by incorporating a controller. A controller is a device which can sense information from linear or nonlinear system to improve the systems performance (Cheng et al, 2008). There are several methods to the design of controllers. We have the classical methods and more modern methods. To avoid the problem of open loop controller, control theory introduces feedback which forms a closed loop controller. Common closed loop controller architecture is the Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller. The historical development of the classical field started with Stability Criterion (Nyquist, 1932), Analysis of the Feedback Amplifier (Black 1934), Frequency Domain Analysis (Bode, 1940) and Root Locus Method (Evans, 1948). There are also the lead, lag, and the lead-lag
compensation method. The root locus method is adopted in this paper without any specific reason.

After the introduction we have the methodology where the root locus and the state space methods are discussed followed by the discussion of results obtained and finally the conclusion.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL

The methods employed in the design of controllers for the moving coil machine is the root locus approach and the state space method. For certain systems, their properties are described using graphical models which use numerical tables and plots. That means for linear systems, they are describing by their step or impulse responses and or by their frequency function. For more advanced applications, models that describe the relationship among the system variables in mathematical expressions like differential equations are used which could be time continuous or time discrete, lumped or distributed, deterministic or stochastic, linear or non-linear as well as the graphical method. The third method uses the experimental approach. Here experiments are carried out on the system and a mathematical model of the system can be found. This is known as system identification and it includes the following: Experimental planning, Selection of model structure, parameter estimation and Validation (Dutton 1997). This method is used for the purpose of this paper. The experimental design involves several factors. The choice of the input signal and choice of sampling interval is of great importance. In a system identification experiment, the input signal applied to the system can have great influence on the resulting parameter estimates. The major types of input signal used in system identification experiment are; Step function, Steady input (static test), Impulse input and Random input-Pseudorandom binary sequence. A pseudo-random-binary-sequence (PRBS) is a two state signal of logic 1 levels and logic 0 levels. Logic 1 will be a positive voltage and logic 0 an equally negative voltage. It can be generated by using a feedback shift register. It cannot be said to be truly random since it repeats itself every $2^n-1$ bit interval for an n-bit shift register (SoderstrÖm and Stoica, 1989).

Inappropriate model structure is the most common cause of problem in system identification. Optimum model structures which have just sufficient parameters are needed to model the process. There are numerous time series model but for the purpose of this paper the (ARMA) model is used. Auto Regressive model is one where the current value of a time variable is a function of its past values only. In other words the current output is a weighted sum of previous output values. It is auto regressive because its form shows a regression of a time variable with itself at different time instants (Tham, 1999).

It is generally represented as:

$$y_n = a_1 y_{n-1} + a_2 y_{n-2} + a_3 y_{n-3} + a_{NA} y_{n-NA} + \cdots$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{.................1}

$N_A$ defines the oldest output value that has a significant influence on the current output. The Moving average model believes that its output is dependent upon the current state of the input and what that input was doing for some time in the past represented as:

$$y_n = b_0 u_n + b_1 u_{n-1} + b_2 u_{n-2} + b_3 u_{n-3} + b_{NA} u_{n-NA} \cdots$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{.................2}

A more realistic model would have been to consider both the input and output because practically the output of the system is a function of both the input and outputs.

$$y_n = a_1 y_{n-1} + a_2 y_{n-2} + a_3 y_{n-3} + a_{NA} y_{n-NA} + \text{AR} + \text{MA}$$

$$\begin{align*}
&= b_0 u_n + b_1 u_{n-1} + b_2 u_{n-2} + b_3 u_{n-3} + b_{NA} u_{n-NA} \cdots \\
\text{ARMA} &\hspace{1cm} \text{.................3}
\end{align*}$$

The background knowledge of the system made it easy to make decisions on the model and to estimate its parameters. The system is a linear second order under damped system, and because a continuous transfer function is preferred as the system representation, the choice of process model in system identification of MATLAB is not a difficult choice to make. Having specified the characteristics, the mathematical representation is obtained:

$$\frac{-0.4201}{0.0259s^2+0.02649s+1}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{.................4}

To design the controller using state space the mathematical model of the moving coil meter is converted into a difference equation or its non-minimal
state space description to enable manipulation. A new mathematical model is obtained in discrete form to avoid converting from the continuous form to discrete form. This is to avoid the unnecessary uncertainties in the obtained result.

Using the same process used in obtaining the mathematical model for the system in the earlier section of identification. Using linear parametric models, specifying ARX as the structure, using 2,2,1 as the order and instrumental variables as the method we obtain

\[ G(z) = \frac{-0.01789z^{-1} - 0.01986z^{-2}}{1 - 1.866z^{-1} + 0.9533z^{-2}} \]

Verification shows that the transfer function truly represents the system.

The controller must be able to do the following: correct the steady state error, improve the speed of response that is rise time and settling time, stability and better oscillation i.e. the percentage overshoot and damping ratio. Proportional action takes corrective action based on magnitude of the error and integral takes corrective action based on the area under the error curve. This means that when error rapidly changes when the magnitude has not changed much then P+I will not give much corrective action. The inclusion of the integral action only is not good enough so we need a third term that will make control signal proportional to the time derivative (rate of change) of the error signal

\[ u(t) = K_d \frac{de(t)}{dt} \]

Where \( K_d \) is the derivative gain.

**Root Loci Design**

The root locus plot is the plot of the s zero values and the s poles on a graph with real and imaginary coordinates. The root locus is a trace of the spots of the poles of a transfer function as the gain K is varied. The locus of the roots of the characteristic equation of the closed loop system as the gain varies from zero to infinity gives the name of the method. Such a plot shows clearly the contribution of each open loop pole or zero to the locations of the closed loop poles. This method is a very powerful graphical technique for investigating the effects of the variation of a system parameter on the locations of the closed loop poles. Sketching root loci is simple if the general rules for constructing is followed. “The closed loop poles are the roots of the characteristic equation of the system. From the design viewpoint, in some systems simple gain adjustment can move the closed loop poles to the desired locations. Root loci are completed to select the best parameter value for stability. A normal interpretation of improving stability is when the real part of a pole is further left of the imaginary axis”. (Roy 2010).

**State Space Design**

The state space approach is a more modern approach to controller design. It is a unified method for modelling, analysing, and designing a wide range of systems. In the recent past there have been a number of developments and papers written about true digital control (TDC) design, in which discrete time is used in the design of control systems. TDC is actually based on simplified refined instrumental variable identification and estimation algorithms for data based modelling (Young, 2004) and later the design of Proportional Integral Plus (PIP) control algorithms (Young et al 1987).

A proportional integral plus (PIP) controller is a full discrete state variable feedback controller based on non-minimal state space description (NMSS). NMSS follows methodological approach from earlier research. Hesketh (1982), Young, Behzadi, Wang & Chotai (1987), in which NMSS models are formulated so that, in the deterministic situation, full state feedback control can be implemented directly from the measured input and output signals of the controlled process, without resort to the design and implementation of a state re-constructor (or observer). This yields a PIP design that is naturally robust to uncertainty and eliminates the need for measures such as loop transfer recovery.

By considering the difference equation obtained from system identification we can get a non-minimal state space description. The method used in calculating the controller gains for this machine is the Linear Quadratic (or Optimal) regulator design which involves seeking a control that will maintain the system at the set point when subjected to external influences or driving the system to its zero state in the shortest possible time with respect to the system’s constraints.
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III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Using SISOTOOL on MATLAB to achieve the design requirements we add a complex zero and adjust the gain. Reading off the compensator values from the SISOTOOL we obtain equation 7

\[ \frac{G_{cs}}{s} = 4.59351s + 0.65 + 0.412s \]

Rearranging and writing in form of a PID transfer function, that is;

\[ G_{cs} = K_p + 1sT_i + sT_d \]

We have

\[ G_{cs} = 2.9861 + 10.65s + 0.2586s \]

Having:

\[ K_p = 2.986; \]
\[ T_i = 0.65; \]
\[ T_d = 0.2586. \]

The difference equation gives for equation 5 gives:

\[ PP(n + 1) = 1.866pp_n - 0.9533PP_{n-1} + 0.01789UU_{n} + 0.01986UU_{n-1} \]

\[ PP n + 1 \]
\[ UU n \]
\[ M_n + 1 \]
\[ 1.866 -0.9533 -0.01986 0 \]
\[ 0 0 0 0 \]
\[ -1.866 0.9533 0.01986 1 \]
\[ -0.01789 \]
\[ 0 \]
\[ 0.01789 \]

The above matrix include an integral of the error state. Comparing the above expression to equation 9 we can say that;

\[ A = \begin{bmatrix} 1.866 & -0.9533 & -0.01986 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ -1.866 & 0.9533 & 0.01986 & 1 \\ -0.01789 \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ B = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ 0.01789 \end{bmatrix} \]

And to obtain our non-minimal state space representation,

\[ PP(n + 1) = 1.866pp_n - 0.9533PP_{n-1} + 0.01789UU_{n} + 0.01986UU_{n-1} \]

\[ PP n + 1 \]
\[ UU n \]
\[ M_n + 1 \]
\[ 1.866 -0.9533 -0.01986 0 \]
\[ 0 0 0 0 \]
\[ -1.866 0.9533 0.01986 1 \]
\[ -0.01789 \]
\[ 0 \]
\[ 0.01789 \]
The design carried out to obtain Fig.3 using root locus considered steady state error and transient response. The design method was iterative. Iterating around the design specifications changing the design and checking the response until the result is deemed acceptable. The approach has the difficulty in detecting if the system is controllable or not while the designer labour over a long period of time before coming to such conclusion.

The design of state variable systems feedback (SVF) is a very different approach. The desired closed loop performances are specified in advance and together with the state space model of the open loop plant are fed into an algorithm (an m.file in MATLAB) the algorithm then produces the details of the required controller.

To be able to design the necessary a controller for our dynamic system the system must be controllable. In other words it must be possible to move all of the system open loop poles by state variable feedback to any arbitrary closed loop locations.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

This paper has looked at two approaches to analysis and design of feedback control system. The first part looked at the classical approach. This method uses root locus and the MATLAB SISOTOOL, by obtaining a model of the system and analysing its poles and zeroes.

The main advantage of the method is that they readily provide the stability and transient response information so it is easy to see the effect of adjusting the poles and zeroes until an acceptable design is met.

However the main disadvantage lies in the fact that its usability is limited. It can only be useful for linear time invariant systems or system that can be approximated as such.

The second method used a more recent approach to system control. This method cannot only be used for same class of systems as classical method but also analyse non-linear systems that have backlash, saturation and dead zone. It can also model systems with non - zero initial systems as well as multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems.

One of the draw backs of frequency domain method of design using either root locus or frequency domain is that after designing the location of the dominant second order pair of poles, we keep our fingers crossed, hoping that the higher order poles do not affect the second order approximations. Frequency domains methods do not allow us to specify all poles in the systems of order higher than 2 because they do not allow for a sufficient number of unknown parameters to place all of the closed loop poles uniquely. One gain to adjust, or compensator pole and zero to select, does not yield a sufficient number of parameters to place all the closed loop poles at desired location. To place n unknown quantities, you need n adjustable parameters.

State space method solves this problem by introducing into the system

1. Other adjustable parameters and
2. The technique for finding these parameter values, so that we can properly place all poles of the closed loop system.

On the other hand, state space methods do not allow the specification of closed loop zero location, which frequency domain method do allow through placement of the lead compensator zero. This is a disadvantage of the state space methods, since the location of the zero does not affect the transient response. Also, a state space design may prove to be very sensitive to parameter changes.

Finally there is a wide range of computational support for state space methods; many software packages support the matrix algebra required by the design process. However as mentioned before the advantages of computer support are balanced by the loss of graphic insight into a design problem that the frequency domain methods yield.
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